No Llamas Required

Researchers have found a way to create antibodies that reveal more about protein structure and help with drug design.

MORE »

A Fickle Foe

The flu has been our viral companion for millennia, but its capricious behavior continues to confound scientists and public health experts.

MORE »

Nature, Meet Nurture

Is it nature or nurture that ultimately shapes us? Are actions and behaviors a result of genes or environment?

MORE »

Where No Botulinum Toxin Has Gone Before

Until now, this toxin has never been spotted outside its original bacterial host.

MORE »

Featured Events

02.13.18 Countway Concerts: HMS Chamber Music Society. Countway lobby, 1:30 p.m.

02.15.18 Talks@12: Eavesdropping on Bacteria. Armenise Amph., noon.
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Dean's Blog

Harvard Medicine magazine

Paper Chase

Harvard Health Publishing

Heartfelt Celebration

Tai Geva has been honored for his leadership in congenital heart disease care and imaging.